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COMPANY NOTES
The Sabatti family is active in the gun industry since little less than 400 years.
Passed down from father to son, from generation to generation, all the acquired
experiences have not been lost, and are what today provides quality to the
Sabatti production.
Sabatti is a leader in the manufacturing of top-class rifle barrels, whose excellent
performances make them highly appreciated all over the World, by gun
manufactures as well as by the most demanding sport shooters and professionals.
Except for the stocks, all components of every Sabatti gun are manufactured
inside the company, using the best available technologies and materials, and a
“know-how” which quite few International companies can boast nowadays.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

New Sabatti ROVER rifles

Sabatti presents the all-new Rover family of bolt-action rifles,
completely redesigned for hunting, sport shooting and professional uses.
Sabatti presents the new ROVER family of rifles, a completely redesigned set of bolt-action
rifles intended for hunting, sport shooting and professional uses. The new Sabatti Rover
family of rifles carries on the high quality, high accuracy tradition and decades old experience
of the World appreciated classic Sabatti Rover bolt-action design, further improving it with
a redesigned action and bolt, new materials, a higher level of CNC quality and a wide choice
of configurations.
The new Sabatti Rover action is a completely new design, made from a solid billet of Ergal
55, precision machined to minimize manufacturing-induced tolerances, then hard anodized.
The receiver comes with an integral Picatinny rail allowing the mount of riflescopes or other
aiming devices.
The new Sabatti Rover bolt is CNC machined from a bar of steel and comes in a chrome or
matte black finish, depending on models. The quality of this new three lugs, 60° opening
throw bolt, along with a new sturdy extractor and a removable knob, make the new Sabatti
Rover action one of the best in the market.
The cold-hammer forged barrel makes use of a traditional rifling, out of manufacturing
processes that have been further improved, and vaunts all the accuracy Sabatti rifles are
famed for. Of particular importance, the barrel comes fitted with a barrel extension which
allows ease of barrel interchangeability, without any need for adjusting the head space.
Depending on the model, the new Sabatti Rover rifles are available in a different choice of
calibers (10+ for the start), barrels lengths and profiles, with or without muzzle brakes or
flash hiders; standard or Match trigger sets (interchangeable anyway); standard or AICS
compatible removable magazines; stocks with different materials or finishes, and adjustable
cheek piece and buttplate; and a multipurpose steel plate embedded in the stock forearm,
allowing the mount of bipods or other accessories.
Designed with modularity in mind, the new Sabatti Rover family of rifles includes different
models and configurations, to allow hunters, shooters and professionals to choose the version
best fitting their own purposes.
The new Sabatti Rover family of rifles offers all the accuracy, ruggedness and reliability of the
Sabatti bolt-action rifles tradition: more than 300 years of Italian gun making experience, at
the most affordable price.
New Sabatti Rover rifles family models:
Hunter, Hunter Classic, Hunter Classic Pro, Pathfinder, Shooter, Scout, Patrol,
Ranger, Alaskan, Thumbhole

New Sabatti ROVER rifles
Manufacturer

Sabatti S.p.A.

Model

Various models: Hunter, Hunter Classic, Hunter Classic Pro, Pathfinder,
Shooter, Patrol, Scout, Ranger, Alaskan, Thumbhole

Tipology

Bolt-Action rifle

Calibers

.223 Rem, .243 Win, .270 Win, 6,5x47 Lapua, 6,5x55 SE, 6,5 Creedmoor,
.30-06 Spr, .308 Win, 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag

Action

New 3 lugs Rover Action

Trigger system

Standard or Match trigger (based on models)

Safety

Manual

Capacity

3 shots, or 7 shots AICS compatible removable magazines (based on models)

Sight systems

Integral Picatinny rail on action, with or without adjustable sights

(based on models)

Barrel Lenght

41-61 cm / 16”-24” (based on models)

Total lenght

92-112 cm / 36”-44” (based on models)

Weight

2,8-3,3 kg / 6.2-7.3 lbs (based on models)

Materials

Ergal 55 action, steel barrel, polymer, wood or soft touch (wood) stocks

Finishes

Anodized action, matte black or white barrels, oil finished stock

